Instructions for Authors

1. General information

The Journal of Animal and Feed Sciences publishes original papers, reviews and, occasionally, short papers on basic and applied research in the fields of animal breeding and genetics, physiology of nutrition, animal feeding, feed technology and food preservation. Submitted manuscripts should provide new facts or confirmatory data. A limited number of review papers will be considered for publication if they contribute new knowledge or a synthesis of the most important developments in the subject area. Review papers cannot be a summary of research done by one scientific team or research done within one project. Publication of a preliminary report or part of the data presented at scientific meetings or conferences should be noted in a title page footnote.

The papers should be written in clear and concise English. The manuscript should be submitted only via the JAFS Editorial System (http://www.jafs.com.pl). The authors must remember to upload also the scan of completed Manuscript Submission Form (point 6 and signature made by hand are of particular importance). The form of the MSF is available at the end of these instructions on our website.

The day the manuscript reaches the editors for the first time is given upon publication as the date ‘received’ and the day the version corrected by the authors is accepted by the reviewers is given as the date ‘revised’.

Authors receive a free electronic PDF version of their paper as a form of gratification. No royalties are offered to the authors. All papers are available free of charge at the webpage of the Journal (jafs.edu.pl).

2. Requirements for manuscripts

Form and size. Manuscripts must be prepared in a doc or docx forma – the preferred font for title page and main text is Times New Roman 12 points, and double-spaced and for tables and figures required font is Arial Narrow 9 points. Full-length articles may not exceed 6000 words (including tables) and 30 references. Short papers should not exceed 3000 words (including tables) and 15 references.

3. The manuscript should be assembled in the following order:

Title page
Title
The title should be unambiguous, understandable to specialists in other fields, and must reflect the contents of the paper. No abbreviations may be used in the title.

Name(s) of author(s) with affiliations footnoted
The names of the authors should be given in the following order: first name initial, second name initial, surname. The corresponding author should be indicated by a numbered footnote.

E-mail address of corresponding author.

Running title no longer than 8 words.

Abstract with key words
Abstract
Information given in the title does not need to be repeated in the abstract. The abstract should be no longer than 250 words. It must contain the aim of the study, methods, results and conclusions. Abbreviations should be limited, if used, they must be explained on their first use.

Key words
Key words (min. 3, max. 6) should cover the most specific terms found in the paper. They should describe the subject and results and must differ from words used in the title.

Main Text
The paper should be sub-headed into appropriate sections:

Introduction
A brief review of relevant research (with references to the most important and recent publications) should lead to the clear formulation of the working hypothesis and aim of the study. Indicating what is novel and important in the study is recommended.
Material and Methods

The approval of the relevant Ethics Committee of the procedures used in experiments on animals has to be cited at the beginning of this section. Care should be taken to ensure that the experiments are adequately replicated.

All procedures used for processing of experimental material and analytical methods should be given. Only original methods should be described in detail, otherwise citation of the author of the method and indication of the modifications are sufficient. All sources of products, equipment and chemicals used in analyses must be specified. All measurements should be expressed in SI units. Experimental animals should be identified by designation of their genus, species and strain, and of their age, sex, genetic and physiological status. Methods of statistical processing, including software, should be indicated.

Results

The results can be presented in tables or in graphic form (figures, photographs) and shortly described in the text. The text should not duplicate the tabular data.

Tables should be prepared using the table creation function in Microsoft Word® (not by employing tabs and spaces), and submitted as separate pages at the end of the manuscript. They should be numbered in the order in which they appear in the text. Tables and column headings should be brief, but sufficiently explanatory. All results must be presented in SI units. Abbreviations should only be used if necessary for consistency or if there is not enough space for whole words. All abbreviations and symbols that are not obvious should be defined in the captions or footnotes. Numbers should be formatted so that they only contain meaningful digits. The data in tables should be presented to three significant digits with mean values <990, i.e., XXXX, XXX, XX.X, 0.XX, 0.0XX, etc. SEM values should be expressed with one more decimal place than presented results. Using text tables when presenting a small set of data is recommended.

P-values should be given in the tables.

Illustrations should be referred to within the text as ‘Figure’ and numbered consecutively throughout the paper. Diagrams should be provided in Microsoft Excell® files and should be stored with original data. Autotypes should be submitted in JPEG or TIF format with a resolution of no less than 300 dpi and provided in the size in which they should be printed, i.e. 8 cm in width when placed on one column and 17 cm in width when across the page; the font Arial Narrow 9 points should be used for all characters on JPEG and TIF illustrations.

Discussion

This section should contain an interpretation of the results and explain the influence of experimental factors or methods. It should describe how the results and their interpretation relate to the scientific hypothesis and/or aim of the study. The discussion should take into account the current state of knowledge and up-to-date literature and highlight the significance and novelty of the paper. It may also point to the next steps that will lead to a better understanding of the matters in question.

Simple comparison of the results with those obtained in other studies should be avoided.

Conclusions

One or two conclusions originating from the study should be formulated in the present tense. Repetition of the main results should be avoided.

Acknowledgements (if relevant).

References

In the text, papers with more than two authors should be cited by the last name of the first author, followed by et al., a comma, a space, and the year of publication (example: Smith et al., 2012). If the cited manuscript has two authors, the citation should include both last names followed by a comma, a space, and the publication year (example: Marconi and Johnston, 2006).

In the Reference section, a maximum of ten authors of the cited paper may be given. Where there are more than ten authors, the first three should be listed and followed by et al. All references cited in the text must be listed in the Reference section alphabetically by the last names of the author(s) and then chronologically. The year of publication follows the authors’ names. All titles of the cited articles should be given in English. Please limit the citation of papers published in languages other than English; if necessary translate the title into English and provide information concerning the original language in brackets, e.g. (in Spanish).

Abbreviation of the titles of periodicals should be in accordance with the ISSN List of the World Abbreviations (LTWA), otherwise the full name of periodicals should be given.

If possible, the DOI number should be added at the end of each reference.

The following system for arranging references should be used:

For papers in periodicals (without DOI):
Instructions for Authors

For papers in periodicals (with DOI):

For papers in periodicals (more than 10 authors):

For papers in edited volumes, symposia proceedings, special issues of periodicals, etc.:

For books and edited volumes:

For multi-author books:

4. Acceptance of manuscripts

The editor decides whether to reject the manuscript or to accept it for further processing after pre-evaluation by Editorial Board experts. An accepted paper is sent without the authors’ names and affiliations to at least two reviewers. Proposals of three reviewers (and their e-mail addresses) from countries other than the authors’ will be appreciated.

The authors should improve the manuscript according to the reviewers’ remarks and should answer all of the questions and comments in a separate letter.

The corrected version should be sent in two copies: one as a final text (plain text) and the second with all of the amendments clearly marked.

The editor and publisher kindly request all authors to carefully follow the recommendations laid down in these Instructions.

5. Special issues

Special issues of the Journal of Animal and Feed Sciences are published occasionally. Manuscripts on extensive experimental investigations, forming a self-contained unit, are of first consideration for publication in these issues. All such manuscripts will be reviewed as in the regular volumes.

6. Charges

New Article-processing charges from January 1, 2018

All papers published in Journal of Animal and Feed Sciences are open access and freely available online, immediately upon publication. This is made possible by an article-processing charge (APC) that covers the costs of article publishing process.

Manuscripts sent in 2016
Publication free

Manuscripts sent in 2017
Article-publication charge is 150 EUR (+Tax) or 600 PLN (+Tax).

Manuscripts sent in 2018 – NEW CHARGE!
Article-publication charge will be dependent of the pages count. The APC will be 40 EUR (+Tax) or 170 PLN (+Tax) for one page.

The APC will be payable when the manuscript is editorially accepted but before the publication. It will be charged to author or institution. The invoice will be sent electronically after the Editor-in-Chief approval of the article and the designation a number of issue.

Additional costs
The cost of each colour page in printed version is 50 EUR or 200 PLN.

APC and all additional costs payment should be made by international money order or bank transfer to:
Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego
IBAN: PL 43 1130 1017 0020 1463 9520 0002
SWIFT: GOSKPLPW
VAT No.: PL525 000 91 05
Address: Al. Jerozolimskie 7, 00-955 Warsaw, Poland